South Carolina Conference Royal Rangers

Pastor’s Authorization of Adult Workers for RR Events
(Please type or print)

Church Name:
Pastor:
SCCRR Event:

Outpost #:
Phone: (
Event Date:

)

-

Dear Pastor,
Any adult age 18 or older who will attend a South Carolina Conference Royal Rangers (SCCRR) event must be approved by
the senior pastor or other on-staff pastor overseeing the Royal Rangers outpost from your church. Please list all adults
on the lines below and initial each beside each person’s name, then sign the form. This form must be presented with
the outpost when they arrive at the event. DO NOT MAIL with the outpost registration. The purpose of this form is to
ensure the safety of our boys and qualify the men and women you would have attend a Royal Rangers event. Qualifications
for adults attending a SCCRR event are as follows:










He/she is a born again Christian and well grounded in the Word of God.
He/she is loyal to the church.
His/her habits and ideals are above reproach.
He/she enjoys working with boys.
He/she has a consistent testimony in daily Christian Living.
He/she is able to lead and delegate authority.
He/she possesses good judgment.
He/she is willing to accept responsibility.
He/she has earned the respect of others by his/her actions and words.
Pastor’s Initials
for each person

Adult’s Name
Please type or print)

RK-Ranger Kids Commander
DR-Discovery Ranger Commander
AR-Adventure Ranger Commander
ER-Expedition Ranger Commander
OC-Outpost Coordinator
LT-Lt. Commander
MM-Men’s Ministry
OT-Other, please specify

Position in Outpost
(RK,DR,AR,ER,OC,LT,MM,OT)

All adults attending a SCCRR event agree to be responsible for their Royal Rangers and the activities of their outpost,
conduct themselves in accordance to the Royal Ranger Code, carry out the assignments they have volunteered for,
provide for the safety of their outpost, follow the rules and guidelines for the event, and understand that breaking
event rules may be cause for dismissal from participating in the event (this applies to both boys and leaders).
My signature certifies that I have approved the above list of adults to attend the event named as a qualified member
or volunteer of my church’s RR Outpost and they pose no threat to the safety or wellbeing of the boys who attend this
event.
Pastor’s Signature: __________________________________________________ Date: ____________________

